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Challenge Decathlon - Barriers
on t h e way t o becoming t h e
"King o f A t h l e t e s " (Part lll)
by Günter Tidow
(Translated from the original German by Jürgen
4 Combined Events: Generalisation
versus differentiation
he findings compiled in the chapter
about 'specialisation effects' have
shown that because of the systematic
challenge presented by a lot of different disciplines, the motor system cannot develop
specialisation in one diseipline. Moreover,
the change from event to event which is
symptomatie of the decathlon, forces the
athlete to continuously make co-ordinative
adjustments. How can these requirements be
dealt with best of all?

T

A first attempt at an answer is possible
when considering the effects shown in the
section about 'laterality'. These effects
have a certain significance for the decathlete to the extent that the variety of disciplines basically allows for a whole series of
combinations of laterality. However, depending on each athlete's hand preference,
only one combination seems to be particularly suitable: the opposite (contralateral)
leg should be the push-off- and take-offor bracing leg in all jumping and throwing
diseiplines. This combination requires the
fewest adjustments. Where the preferred
leg is also the longer leg - which is to be
expected - this leads to clear advantages in
the jumps and throws. In the three track
event Starts from blocks, right-handers can
in each instance place their left leg in the
front block, which, in the hurdles event, at
the same time is the push-off leg. With an
8-stride run-up this leg breaks contact
with the block later than the rear leg thus
guaranteeing an even-numbered foot contact.

Schiffer)

It is advantageous in the long jump, high
jump and pole vault events for the same
take-off leg to be used because in the two
first diseiplines the free leg must execute a
swinging leg squat while in the pole vault
the take-off leg is determined by the athlete's hand preference. Moreover, this combination causes a rotation about the longitudinal axis, which is exclusively directed to
the left (for right-handers). This saves the
athlete from 'irritations of his side preference for turning'. In the discus throw the
athlete also turns to the left side (over his
left leg) as in the Fosbury flop after the takeoff from the left leg and in the pole vault
take-off (from left leg) during the pull, turn
and push-off. Should the athlete prefer to
utilise a rotational shot put technique, there
would be an additional fourth event requiring a turn to the left - with a start over the
left leg. In any case each delivery is preceded
by a turning movement of the trunk over the
left leg, which functions as a brace. For this
reason, too, this leg should be the stronger
one. Oberbeck (1988) discovered that those
decathletes at international level who have
the best chances of success and show the
greatest competition stability, are those who
apply the hereby described combination of
lateral preferences.
When trying to Interpret this, one could
assume that when the neural motor system
must solve a large number of diseipline-speeifie movement tasks one after the other which the athlete must adjust to in each
case - it can be best protected against any
additional irritations of internal adjustment
by optimal laterality combinations.
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Such a minimisation of adjustments is
achieved if in the aeyclic actions of all ten
diseiplines, i.e. in all Starts, all jumps (incl.
the ten hurdle strides) and all throws the leg
which is contralateral to the preferred hand
is constantly responsible for push-off or
take-off Impulses and works as a lever or
brace in a more or less extended position.
Then the leg on the other side of the body
(ipsilateral leg) can - from a flexed position
- be constantly used for swinging, pushing
or support functions preparing the start,
take-off and delivery. Only this - in unison
with the rotations about the longitudinal
axis taking place exclusively in one direction
- enables a diseipline-encompassing "generalisation": The different aeyclic acceleration
tasks can thus be solved on the basis of one
and the same basic movement pattern.
As far as the angle speeificity is concerned,
there have as yet been no studies dealing
with the question of to what extent a simultaneous training of different ballistie movements enables the realisation of several
maximal activations in one and the same
muscle with correspondingly different working angle positions of the Joint moved by
this muscle. So far it has to be assumed that
the current muscle-specific maximal rate
coding covariates with the predominant
working angle at which the mechanical
loads have to be mastered. Correspondingly,
the length of the sarcomer chain changes depending on the stress in a relaxed or
stretched State - to maintain optimal efficiency, i.e., actomyosin overlap.
In view of the varying positions of the
Joint angles of the take-off leg or throwing
arm in the jumps and throws and the different degrees of trunk torque required in the
core phase of the shot put, discus and javelin
throw, it must be assumed that a desirable
differentiation is superimposed by a "generalisation". (However, it is coneeivable that
one Single jumping or throwing diseipline
which the athlete performs in an accentuated way can 'prevail', as it were. as far as aetivation and the sarcomer chain are concerned.) Behind the notion of generalisation
there is a hidden compromise which, contrary to the aforementioned economic later84

ality combinations, leads to a decrease in
Performance. This is particularly true regarding the maximally achievable take-off or release velocities in a jumping or throwing diseipline in relation to the contraetile muscle
potential.
There are certainly some grounds for
thinking that the movement behaviour in
the throws of the best decathletes in the
worid Supports such a generalisation. This
impairs the achievement of discipline-speeifie optimal acceleration conditions. When
one looks at the position of the shoulder axis in javelin throwers, shot putters and discus
throwers in the respective power position,
the axis points in the throwing direction in
the javelin throw, whereas in the shot put it
should be staggered by about 90° and in the
discus throw even by about 180° (indicating
corresponding degrees of trunk torque).
These considerably different final acceleration paths are generalised as far as the
javelin throw is concerned. In fact this
means that most of the decathletes show a
shoulder axis pointing in the throwing direction in their power position of all three diseiplines.
This uneonscious shortening of the acceleration path and the simultaneous saerificing of the acceleration Impulses of the
oblique trunk muscles is additionally supported by the fact that all combined event
athletes, because of their training, have
much faster arm muscles than leg muscles.
This aspect has already been dealt with under the key term 'energy supply'. Therefore,
it should suffice here to point out that because of the large number of diseiplines in
general, and because of the endurance loads
in particular, the legs work as basal (primary)
driving Clements (= kinetors).
In contrast to this, the arms are only used
as swinging Clements in the running and
jumping diseiplines. In the throws this is true
for the free arm, whereas the throwing arm
takes over the function of a "final executor".
Thus, many combined-event athletes tend to
activate the throwing arm prematurely.
From this point of view, the general alignment of the shoulder axis in the throwing
direction, which can be observed in all
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throws, seems to be an inevitable consequence for decathletes. The throwing arm is
activated prematurely even if the correct
alignment of the axis is shown; this aspect is
highlighted by the fact that the hurling action in the discus throw and the bow tension
phase in the javelin throw, both of which are
caused by the delay of the throwing arm,
can only rarely be observed in decathletes
(Kudu 1977; Tidow 1982; Kunz 1984).

for explosive decathletes especially, only the
flop with a contact time of about 140ms is
similar to the long-jump take-off as far as
the innervation pattern is concerned. In addition, this alternative style of the flop can
be learned much faster (Tidow 1994a). This
dynamic affinity between the two jumping
diseiplines is in accordance with the striving
for generalisation which is typical of the
neural motor system.

An additionally aggravating circumstance
in the discus throw is that this is the diseipline where there is the most marked disproportion in Performance between the upper
and lower extremities. The cause of this is
that immediately before the discus throw
the legs, which have only insufficiently recovered from the completely exhausting
400m run of the first day, are again subject
to considerable stress in the hurdles race.
Therefore they show less explosive strength
in this throwing diseipline than in technical
training sessions or in individual Starts. However, there are no (pre-)stress-induced Performance decreases in the muscles of the
throwing arm and trunk. Apart from lacking
habituation this disproportion might be the
second reason why in the discus throw the
decathletes often show the most unstable
Performance of all the diseiplines (Letzeiter,
H./Wernsdorfer 1977; Tidow 1982).

This tendency has less positive effects on
the pole vault. Although the take-off action
to be realised here is still described as "similar to the long jump" in the specialist literature, there is much to be said for it holding a
medium position between the triple jump
(hop take-off) and the push-off in front of
the hurdle as far as its dynamics are concerned (Tidow 1991a). Consequently a lot of
decathletes commit the fault of taking off in
an upward direction in the pole vault instead
of transferring the energy of the run-up
rather frontally to the pole. Here an interdisciplinary differentiation is absolutely necessary and even realisable through corresponding training measures in the technical
training of the pole vault, but particularly
when learning this diseipline, which is a
combination of athletics and apparatus
gymnastics.

In the jumps, too, generalisation tendeneies are probable although it is considerably
more difficult to identify them here. An indication of this thesis is the "explosive Performance improvements" of those heptathletes
and decathletes who after the invention of
the Fosbury flop, changed over to this technique because of the problems faced with
the straddle, which had been the predominant technique beforehand (Tidow 1982).
For combined event athletes the required
delayed take-off with the extended swinging
leg in straddle - with ground contact times
of 240ms - did not harmonise with the takeoff dynamics in the long jump and pole vault
(see also Figure 2). This does not mean that
the straddle is generally inferior to the flop which is clearly disproved by the 2.27m of
Christian Schenk in the decathlon competition at the Seoul Olympics in 1988. However,

5 Allrounders or specialists?
Only a maximum degree of specialisation
enables a maximisation of Performance and
is therefore the rule in athletics. This finding
relates to active athletes but does it apply to
coaches, too? A look into what happens in
practice shows that so far this question has
been answered differently in respect of combined events Coaching. Consequently this article does neither exelude those who face the
challenge dealt with every day - the combined-event coaches - nor specialist coaches
of combined-event athletes. This seemingly
sophisticated differentiation between the
functions leads to the question of who is best
suited to take decathletes to the top of their
diseipline? Is it an all-rounder coach who
"specialises" in the combined events or is it a
group of diseipline specialists, whose work is
85
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co-ordinated by a mentor? It is a well-known
fact that both versions (and additional Special modeis of a quite personal pattern) can
be found in high level combined events
Coaching, and they are both successful. This
does not mean that the answer is purely arbitrary as the reasons for such an apparently
neutral response are complex.
The first line of argument relates to the
simple fact that only physically talented athletes fall into the hands of specialist coaches.
No coach for the Sprint, javelin throw or the
long jump will waste many training sessions
with obvious non-talented individuals. In
blunt terms one can say that the first contact with specialist coaches normally comes
about through Performance advantage as
the young talent has already made himself
cunspicuous. Consequently the main task of
specialist coaches is to develop the athlete's
potential. The motor Intuition which is necessary for almost all diseiplines must be refined but not imparted - it is already existent in the athlete.
The successful combined-event coach is
characterised by completely different
strengths. He or she must show Special competence exactly where his or her athletes
show deficits, where no Intuition can be assumed because there is neither natural talent nor an already existent motor pattern.
Here. the combined-event coach must be the
specialist. Such problems are completely unknown to specialist coaches. The javelin
coach, for example, deals with young athletes who can perform the overhead throw
already at a fairly high level, but not with
those athletes who find even the (co-ordination of the) striking movement alone considerably difficult.
In asking specialist coaches for advice, the
information offered is not always helpful. A
reason for this may also be that within a
complex movement process with corresponding goal and support-motor Impulse
patterns, they are only "focused" on the details which they think are essential or problematic, based on their own experiences with
talented and top-level athletes.
What is to be done? The analogy between
the co-operation of combined event coach
81.

and athlete and the co-operation of general
practitioner and patient seems to be suitable. Consequently the medical specialist (i.e.
specialist coach) should always be consulted
when the general practitioner (i.e. combined
event coach) does no longer know what to
do (or has reached his limits) with his patient
(i.e. athlete). Whether this step is of help depends mainly on the nature of the problem
or its causes.
Where there is a technical fault which is
resistant to correction - which is very often the case - the opportunity to make the
necessary corrections was presumably
missed years beforehand. In defining technique training as an individual process of
adjusting an actual value to a pre-set required value, it is characterised by the reinforcement and refinement of performance-positive Clements, by the Integration of new Clements and elimination of
faulty Clements; the removal of mistakes is
certainly the most difficult and lengthy
task.
Therefore, the most successful strategy is
teaching basic technical Clements correctly
right from the start. In this respect the distinetion made by Martin et al. (1991) between 'technique acquisition training' and
'technique application training' is by no
means only a linguistie distinetion but the
application of a well-founded though often
ignored systematic approach. Only a systematic and persistent talent promotion
particularly in the area of co-ordination
right from the start saves re-learning and
thus inefficiency. The realisation that it is
necessary to give coaches working with
young athletes a goal orientation which is
as precise as possible for the learning
processes to both initiate and supervise in
beginners, led to the construction of structural grids which are called "analysis
sheets". These sheets are a detailed summary
of all combined-event techniques, which are
explained in the attached text (Tidow
1981b, 1989a, 1989b, 1989c, 1990a, 1990b,
1990c, 1991a, 1991b, 1991c, 1992, 1993,
1994a, 1994b, 1994c, 1994d, 1996a).
In aeeepting the premise that teaching
competence in the area of sport is to a con-
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siderable extent dependent on one's intimate cognitive and motor knowledge of the
target movement process and. if one takes
into account that normally the first contact
with sport in general does not take place in
clubs but in physical education classes in
school, the things mentioned above do not
only apply to coaches but to all physical education teachers, too.
Given this Situation, only a guarantee of
the competent training of all physical education students can lay a foundation of the
correct fundamentals of movement for all
pupils from the outset.
In terms of athletics and all those who
take on the sport in its complete variety decathletes out of passion and physical education students because of the demands of
the curriculum - this approach to a solution
is also useful for the following reasons: nobody has such physieal-motor compensation
possibilities available which would enable a
number of specialists to achieve world-elass
Performances in spite of technical deficits. In
other words there are no alternatives to the
maximally efficient and economic Solutions
of the movement tasks inherent in the decathlon diseiplines for both target groups. In
the context of competitive sport there is a
further reason for the primary role of technique, namely that strength training (or
each type of conditioning training in general), because of its specific effects, should be
oriented and adjusted to the respective target movement in order to avoid considerable
utilisation losses.
In order to guarantee the competent
teaching of the basic co-ordinative patterns
of all decathlon techniques, it is thus the
task of all combined-event coaches to deal
cognitively with all the diseiplines in an extensive way. This applies particularly to a
lack of knowledge in those areas where during one's own competitive career no motor
competence could be developed. That this is
basically possible has been proven by those
coaches who since 1968/69 have led their
athletes to world-elass high-jump Performances although they themselves never had
the opportunity to try or to learn the flop
movement.

The resulting need to be as strong as possible in one's weaknesses instead of developing one's strengths does therefore not only
apply to decathletes (cf. Magnusson 1974)
but to decathlon coaches, too. The experience of the author as coach of the junior decathletes of the Federal Republic of Germany
(1971 to 1988) shows the importance of
solving this task: in terms of co-ordination a
lot of athletes reflect the single-diseipline or
discipline-bloc related ability structure of
their personal coaches. (This was the case
even with athletes showing many-sided
physical and motor prerequisites by nature.)
These isolated deficits of many combinedevent coaches are a (latent) barrier on the
way to the top. Overcoming this barrier is
not the athlete's responsibility. Here the
combined-event athlete himself or herseif is
challenged, for example by way of further
education, by participating in courses dealing with individual diseiplines or by Consulting specialists. When this method of solution
cannot be realised for various reasons, the
aforementioned alternative becomes a duty:
a team of specialists who must be selected
by the respective combined-event coach according to his or her own ability profile.
6 Conclusion
The analysis of the Performance structure
of the individual diseiplines of the decathlon
has shown that it is impossible for an athlete
to fulfil the concentrated and many-sided
demand of maximisation in the decathlon in
all diseiplines.
Since specialisation exeludes universality
(Kusnezow/Bakarinow 1973) and universality
cannot be achieved without losses in Performance because the striving for accentuated
many-sidedness systematically prevents both
the complete exploitation of adaptation reserves and the synchronous development of
competing Subsystems, there will be no allround athletes in athletics even in the future.
However, a many-sidedness which does
not only prevent the developmental advantage of the specialists from getting greater
but helps to keep close on their heels and
K7
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shows that they cannot afford a bad day particularly not in the hurdles or in the long
jump (and perhaps not even in the javelin
throw; Duborgajow et al. 1974) - seems to
be a unique challenge which it is worthwhile
to accept especially in today's worid which is
characterised by the specialisation of labour.
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